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ABSTRACT

The Korea Advanced Energy Research Institute is constructing the.

KMRR(Korea Multi-purpose Research Reactor) to meet the requirements

of the nationwide nuclear programs. The KMRR is an open-tank-in-pool

type reactor which uses LEU U_Si-Al fuel and features an LWR/HWR
3

hybrid configuration that has advantage of easily tailoring

experimental facility layout to ensure supply of effective neutron

quality. The KAERI established the physics design system including

the shielding design specifically useful for the KMRR. Based on the

design analyses, the reactor can be operated at a thermal power

output of 30 MW to suit applications ranging from material/fuel test

to beam utilization, without violating the design limits concerning

the fuel integrity, and the radioactivity level in the access area is

confined below the design criteria of 1.25 mrem/hr.
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1. Introduction

The 30 MWth KMRR, an open-tank-in-pool type multi-purpose

research reactor, is being constructed at Daeduk, Korea by KAERI and

is expected to achieve its first criticality on July, 1992. In

order not only to support the active nuclear power development

program, but also to supply intensive neutron source for nationwide

R & D program, KAERI conducted a feasibility study, cooperated with

Atomic fnergy of Canada Limited, to select the reactor type to meet

the requirements needed for ;

(1) Testing of fuels/reactor materials to support the localization

of fuel and reactor components for PWR's and CANDU's.
99 131 192

(2) Production of radioisotopes including Tc , I , Ir , and

Co for the medical/industrial utilization, ana silicon doped
' by neutron transmutation.

(3) Neutron activation analysis of nuclear-grade materials and basic

/applied research employing neutron beam.

(4) Neutron radiography for scanning experimental power reactor fuel

assemblies and for performing non-destructive examinations of

materials and components used in nuclear/non-nuclear applica-

tions.

Through reviewing the existing and forthcoming research reactor

concepts, the preferable KMRR was conceptually determined as

described in Sec. 2.

2. The KMRR Core Description

The outstanding design features of the reactor core as shown in

Fig.1 are:

(1) LEU Fuel - The fuel comprises LEU(20 w/o U235) U3Si dispersed in

aluminum matrix; by the coextrusion method the fuel meat is

sheathed with aluminum to form 8 finned rod. The active fuel
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length is 70 cm. This fuel is assembled into two type of fuel

bundles ; the driver bundle which contains 36 elements in a

closely packed hexagonal array and the shim bundle which

consists of 18 elements in a circular arrangement. Each bundle

is assembled with a central tie rod for safe locking inside

flow tube.

(2) Compact, H,0 cooled and moderated Inner Core - The KMRR grid

plate accorrmodates 23 hexagonal and 8 circular flow tubes.

Inside hexagonal flow tubes except 3 sites will be loaded the

driver assemblies and the remaining three flow tubes are to be

used as irradiation holes (CT, IR1 and IR2). The circular flow

tube contains shim assemblies inside and natural hafnium

absorber shrouds outside. Hafnium shrouds are inserted into

the water annuli outside the circular flow tubes to provide

reactivity hoiddown or to ensure reactor safe shutdown. Among

' those eight absorbers, four (C/A) are assigned to power control

in conjunction with the reactor regulating system,and the other

four(S/0) are for immediate reactor shutdown signaled from the

reactor protection system. In the center of the inner core, the

central flux trap(CT) is furnished so that this site may be

be powerful for test rig or loop installations. This inner core

lattice is an LWR lattice.

(3) H_0 cooled and D_O moderated Outer Core - Eight circular flow

tubes outside the inner core are equipped either with the shim

assemblies for enhancing core excess reactivity or with capsules

and rigs for irradiation especially requiring epithermal

neutrons. This site has characteristics of HWR lattices.

(4) D_O Reflector - The KMRR reflector tank is a zircaloy vessel

(2.0 m diameter by 1.2 m high) containing D20. It is penetrated

by a user specified array of 25 vertical irradiation tubes

and 7 horizontal beam tubes. The use of D O as the primary

reflector provides near-optimal transmission of neutrons from

the compact core to the beam ports and the vertical holes for

fuel testing, silicon doping, neutron activation analysis,

radioisotope production, and cold neutron source housing.
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3. Reactor Physics Design

3.1 Physics Design System

Generally, the lattice design has objectives to get fine

structure of nuclear properties of a lattice as well as to prepare

cell-averaged parameters for core design as a function of

temperature, density and fuel burnup. Since the WIMS/D4[1], a

multigroup one-dimensional neutron transport code, can treat a

cluster type fuel assembly with fine energy groups and its library

contains nuclides encountered in fission process and actinide burnup

chains, the WIMS/D4 was selected as a basic tool for the KMRR lattice

design. The WIMS-KAERI[2], the KAERI version of WIMS/D4, was born

through improvement of the WIMS/D4 to be suitable for the KMRR design

analysis. The WIMS-KAERI uses a 69-group structure library which

contains the conventional microscopic cross sections for nuclides and

subsidiary data for burnup calculations. Parts of the cross section

in the original WIMS library were updated to satisfy the KMRR physics

design considerations. The contents of the updated or augmented data

are :

- U 2 3 S : thermal absorption and fission cross sections (< 0.3 eV)

epithermal capture-to-fission ratio (4 eV < E < 1.363 eV)
238

- U : fast and resonance transport and capture cross sections
(> 4 0 eV)

239

- Pu : a scaling factor on thermal fission cross section of 0.99
- addition of data for Np 2 3 7, Np239, Pu 2 3 8 and Am243

- addition of data for Hf isotope, i.e., Hf17", Hf1 7 S, Hf 1 7 7, Hf 1 7 B,

Hf 1 7 9, andHf 1 8 0

Reference 3 gives the bases of updating the first three items.

Np , Pu and Am data were stemmed from ENDF/B-IV. The

remaining came from JENDL-2. Since the KMRR fuel is expected to

reach about 120 GWD/MTU in the average discharge burnup, which is

extremely high compared with that of the existing power reactors, the

actinide burnup chain was extended. For validation prior to being
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used, WIM&-KAERI and its library data were benchmarked against the

internationally recognized criticality experiments such as TRX, ZEEP,

MIT and BAPL.[4].

In order to select proper combination among calculation options

provided in WIMS, investigated were the effects on the lattice

characteristics by different calculation methods such as the

transport solution method, the leakage treatment method, the

diffusion coefficient option, the energy group, and the mesh[5]. DSN

of transport solution method is selected for all lattices except for

the control/shutoff lattices which is solved using the collision

probability method. The leakage treatment is based on the diagonal

corrected diffusion theory with the simple transport diffusion

coefficient. The energy group condensation was optimized to 18

group structure. The mesh grid was constructed on the basis of the

neutron mean free path.

Since the KMRR core is strongly heterogeneous, particular

attention is given to geometry modeling of the lattices. In

particular, control rods and beam tubes were emphasized in modeling.

In the control rod modeling investigated were the effects by the fuel

burnup, the absorber thickness, surrounding materials, and

self-degradation as well[6]. Using the two-dimensional neutron

transport code TWOTRAN[7], the homogenization method for the control

absorber lattice was investigated in depth[8]. The reactivity worth

of the control shrouds with a shim assembly inside was also studied

with the real geometry using the KENO-IV[9]. For the beam tube

modeling, the reactivity effect of the beam tube was checked with the

KENO-IV explicit model. The other lattices representing parts of the

reactor core were handled with supercell models taking into account

the actual spectrum influenced by environment.

Using WIMS-KAERI output, REGAV-KC1O] was used for

homogenization of group constants over the region-of-interest and

WIMPAK for generation of the few-group cross section table in

VENTURE[11] input form. The multigroup 3-dimensional neutron
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diffusion code VENTURE simulates the horizontal layout of the reactor

as a set of the rectangular cells in the X-Y plane and the vertical

layout by stacking the planes; it coraputes the multiplication factor,

the detail neutron flux and power distributions, and the reaction

rates in each node. Evaluation by sensitivity studies on mesh size

and energy group numbers indicates that the current 5 group and 57 x

47 x 20 mesh model is expected to give reasonable accuracy for detail

core analysis. In this geometry, one fuel bundle is represented by

4 x 4 meshes in the horizontal section. Shown in Fig.2 is a

schematic flow diagram of detailed physics design activities used for

the KMRR. Reference[12] gives details of the reactor physics

modeling methods.

3.2 Neutronic Performance Characteristics

' The primary concern of a research reactor performance is to

provide the high quality neutron fluxes in the experimental facility

furnished inside, without violating the safety considerations.

Table I shows the maximum and average flux levels at various

irradiation holes under the design power of 30 MWth. The average

values in the Table were estimated over the active fuel length.

Generally the flux levels and quality are sufficient to satisfy the

design targets. The axial flux distributions are reasonably flat to

allow high quality experiments.

In order to confirm that the reactor is inherently safe at the

upset and accident conditions, the reactivity coefficients are

usually referred. The reference -temperatures of the KMRR for the

fuel, coolant and D20 are 150°C, 40 °C, and 40 °C, respectively.

The reference purity level of D20 is 99.75 w/o. Due to variations

of operating conditions, the system temperatures are changed. For

the fuel temperature coefficient, the KMRR has negative value due to

Doppler effect. For the H_O coolant and D_O temperature

coefficients, the neutron spectrum shift and the density change are

the principal factors in determining the values. The KMRR has

negative values for these coefficients. If D,0 is degraded, the
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impurity gives less reflection and more absorption effect to the

core. The D20 impurity coefficient is negative in the KMRR. The

KMRR void coefficient turns out to be negative which results from the

density decrease of the coolant when the coolant boiled off.

Generally a research reactor should have sufficient excess

reactivity for experiments and shutdown margin. A sufficient excess

reactivity of 69.54 mk is available for control, experiments and

burnup compensations. In the KNKR design basis, the shutdown margin

is defined as the negative reactivity present when all the control

and shutoff rods except the most reactive one are fully inserted to

achieve minimum core multiplication. Four control rods have 137.06

mk and the other four shutoff rods 141.81 mk. The reactivity worth

of the most reactive rod is 63.66 mk. Therefore the shutdown margin

becomes 215.21 mk and is sufficient to shut down the reactor in the

upset and accident condition.

To maintain the fuel integrity during operation, the power level

shall be controlled not to exceed a limit value, which was

established through fuel management and demonstration test in the NRU

reactor. So as not to exceed the limits imposed on the fuel

center!ine temperature, the sheat temperature, and the ONB/DNB margin

under normal operation, the linear element ratings should be lower

than 95 KW/m, and the permissible maximum channel powers are 1650 KW

in driver and 850 KW in shim assemblies. The peak linear element

rating is 61.36 KW/m in driver and 79.04 KW/m in shim assemblies,

respectively. The maximum channel powers are 1313 KW in driver and

817 KW in shim assemblies, far below design limits.

4. Shielding Design

4.1 Shielding Design System

The main purposes of the radiation shield structures in a

nuclear reactor are to protect operating personnel from nuclear
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radiation hazard and in some cases to reduce the radiation damage of

structure and components. The KMRR shielding design is risk-free

access to the facilities for charging and discharging fuels, for

conducting various experiments, and for performing process system

maintenance. Extensive efforts have been given to develop a reliable

design method for beam tube because of their complex geometries and

radiation streaming phenomena.

Scope of KMRR shielding design includes (1) identification of

radiation source to examine the characteristics of radiation on the

various shields and (2) determination of shielding adequacy to meet

the design requirements by suitable analysis methods. Fig.3 shows

the outline of design methods adopted for the KMRR shielding design.

The principal nuclear data libraries and computer codes used in

the shielding calculations are as follows.

(1) DLC-41C/VITAMIN-C[13] : for neutron and garrma-ray fine group

cross section,

(2) MACKLIB-IV-82[14] : for nuclear response function,

(3) ANSI recorrmended data : for flux-to-dose rate conversion factor,

(4) ANISN[15] : for generation of the zone-dependent few

-group data from the fine-group data

library and/or calculation of the reac-

tor bulk shielding,

(5) DOT4.2[16] : for calculation of the reactor bulk

shielding, and/or the spatial source

term for three-dimensional problems,

(6) M0RSE-CG[17] : for assessment of the radiation stream-

ing effect,

(7) 0RIGEN-II[18] : for generation of the radiation source

term of spent fuel,

(8) QAD-CG[19] : for calculation of the gamma-ray shield-

ings of auxiliary facilities.
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General approach taken in evaluations was simple method using

one-dimensional transport code, ANISN, and point kernel method,

QAD-CG, with conservatism. However verifications of these simple

calculation relied on multi-dimensional transport and Monte Carlo

methods. For the beam tube systems, the rigorous method combining

the discrete ordinates method(DOT4.2) and the Monte Carlo

method(MORSE-CG) was developed to be able to describe the phenomena

of streaming through duct. The brief description of this coupling

procedure are as follows.

- step 1 : calculation of the spatial source term around the core

using DOT4.2,

- step 2 : calculation of the duct streaming and angular source term

inside the beam tube using MORSE-CG,

- step 3 : calculation of the shielding data for shield design in

the beam tube using DOT4.2.

4.2 Shielding Adequacy

The activities at the outside of shields are as follows. The

dose rates at the outside of biological shield are 0.32 mrem/hr in

radial direction of magnetite concrete (3.45 g/cm3) and 0.0053

mrem/hr in axial direction of water. For the canal, the activities

are 10~ mrem/hr at the outside of concrete shield in radial

direction and 0.03 mrem/hr at the water surface in axial direction.

The shields for spent fuel storage pool attenuates doses in radial

direction of concrete to 0.6 mrem/hr and in axial direction of water

to 10" mrem/hr. In beam tube shielding design,

outside of shield is estimated to 0.135 mrem/hr.

to 10" mrem/hr. In beam tube shielding design, the activity at the

The evaluated dose rates for all shield systems satisfies the

design criteria 1.25 mrem/hr.
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5. Conclusion

The KAERI established methods and tools for designing the KMRR.

Through benchmarking test and sensitivity study, all of computer code

systems and modeling techniques were verified prior to being applied

to the actual design. Without exceeding the design limits or design

criteria, the design results, from neutronics viewpoint, confirm that

the KMRR has the following characteristics :

- providing high quality neutron fluxes to meet wide range of

applications using holes furnished inside the reactor.

- having negative reactivity coefficients enough to be inherently

safe.

- having sufficient excess reactivity for experiments.

- possessing the margin sufficient to control and shut down the

•reactor.

- not exceeding the constraints concerning the channel powers and

the linear element ratings

The shielding design justified that the activity level in the

access area is confined within the design criteria.
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Table I Maximum and Average Neutron Fluxes(unit : n/cm*-sec)
in the Irradiation Holes of the KMRR Reference Core

Holes Group 1 Group 2

In Inner Core
IR1 1.27506xl0x* 1.26389xlOx

1.01306xl0x* 1.00387xl0x

CT 1.53439x10" 1.50B98xl0x

IR2
1.20522xlOx*
1.29754xlOx*
1.03021xl0x* 1.02096xl0x

1.18545xlOx

1.28630X101

In Outer Core
0R3 2.48384x10"

1.96725x10"
OR4 2.57563x10"

l;95273xlOx*
0R5 2.70845x10"

2.05486x10"
0R6 2.52942x10"

1.98033x10"

In Reflector
NAA1.1.38745x10"

7.53534x10"
NAA2 2.53269x10"

1.16424x10"
NAA3 1.31855x10"

6.38428x10"
HTS 2.73895x10"

1.73759x10"
NTD1 1.17047x10"

9.70681xlOxo

NTD2 9.26111x10"
7.76729x10"

LH 1.25703x10"
9.59459x10"

CNS 2.69817x10"
2.08304x10"

4.85582x10"
3.84182x10"
5.02133x10"
3.82284x10"
5.28872x10"
4.02736x10"
4.95136x10"
3.87313x10"

3.43968xl0xo

1.90447x10"
5.89999x10"
2.84941xlOxx

2.97294x10"
1.51961x10"
4.12925xlOxx

2.67721xlOxl

1.73521xlOxx

1.43605xl0xx

1.44046x10"
1.21097x10"
2.09650x10"
1.60199x10"
6.74840x10"
5.21732x10"

Group 3

1.24413xlOx*
9.82971x10"
1.46861xlOx*
1.14981xlOx*
1.26624xlOx*
9.99733x10"

6.68585x10"
5.29864x10"
6.91705x10"
5.27229x10"
7.33170x10"
5.58067x10"
6.89504x10"
5.38568x10"

1.55530x10"
9.39132xlOxo

1.97403x10"
1.07923x10"
8.06329x10"
4.68967x10"
1.65941x10"
1.14840x10"
6.85000x10"
5.61745x10"
6.JD3555X10XX

5.00296x10"
6.24715x10"
4.79325x10""
1.77517x10"
1.37981x10"

Group 4

3.04716x10"
2.40425x10"
3.58695x10"
2.80601x10"
3.10132x10"
2.44527x10"

1.64374X103

30682x10"
70677x10"
30203x10"
80961x10"
37746x10"

1.71115x10"
1.33755x10"

Group 5

4.67261xlOx*
3.61664xlOx*
5.31906xl0x*
4.11371xlOx*
4.75591xlOx*
3.67858xl0x*

Total

8.76040xl0x*
6.85697xl0x*
1.01897x10"
7.93480xl0x*
8.91612xlOx*
6.97400xl0x*

2.81345xlOx* 4
2.40554xl0x* 3,
2.85640xl0x" 4.
2.29795xl0x* 3.
3.03124xl0x* 4.
2.44309X101* 3,
3.03380xl0x* 4
2.50694xl0x* 3,

6.63160xlOxo 3.
4.44668xl0xo 3.
6.59068xl0xx 9,
3.76503x10" 7,
2.51017x10" 1.
1.50936x10" 1.
6.67468x10" 8.
4.67684x10" 7.
2.81572x10" 4,
2.30687x10" 3.
2.48660x10" 4,
2.05782x10" 3.
2.34823x10" 1.
1.80400x10" 1.
6.11459x10" 2.
4.76808x10" 1.

92973x10"
41710x10"
38853x10"
79797x10"
64163xlOx*
36259xlOx*
75553x10"
46590x10"
43548x10"
80081x10"
19977x10"
63622x10"
23472xlOx*
01180x10"
10475xl0x*
79722xlOx*

38038xl0x*
64700x10"
47847xlOx*
53294x10"
74509xl0x*
74713xl0x*
64250xl0x*
76460xl0x*

3.95675x10"
3.43360x10"
9.73616x10"
7.98369x10"
1.79028x10"
1.44616xlOx*
9.05690x10"
7.67166x10"
4.56120x10"
3.90412x10"
4.30865x10"
3.72670x10"
1.35420x10"
1.10339x10"
2.43787x10"
2.05588x10"

Note:
Group 1 0.821 MeV < E < 10.0 MeV
Group 2 9.118 KeV < E < 0.821 MeV
Group 3 4.0 eV < E < 9.118 KeV
Group 4 0.625 eV < E < 4.0 eV
Group 5 0.0 eV < E < 0.625 eV

Maximum
Average
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( ND3 )

Fig . l Plan View of the KMRR Configuration
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Fig.2 Schematic Diagram of the KMRR Physics Design
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Fig. 3 Calculational Flow for KMRR Shielding Design


